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ABSTRACT

A primordial net bosonic charge is introduced in the context

of the bulk-viscosity-driven inflationary models. The analysis is
carried through a macroscopic point of view in the framework of
the causal thermodynamic theory. The conditions for having
exponential and generalized in f la t ion are obtained. A
phenomenological expression for the bulk viscosity coefficient is
also derived.

Key-words: Early universe; Inflation; Bulk viscosity; Phase transition.
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I INTRODUCTION -

Recently, an increasing attention has been paid on the bulk

viscosity phenomenon associated with the inflationary models of

the universe^1"63. In fact, the effect of bulk viscosity in an

•zpanding universe is to reduce the equilibrium pressure. So, it

is natural to ask if this effect could be strong enough to make

the effective pressure negative. As is well known, this is the

key condition for inflation.

Thermodynamic states with negative pressure are metastable

and are not excluded by any law of nature. In general, these

states are connected with phase transitions (for example in an

overheated Van der Waals l iquid1 7 3) and . for certain physical

systems the occurrence of negative pressure seems to be

•.-«vitaMí^^.lO^ These systems are • hydrodynamicall y un.'.taMe

for bubbles and cavities formation and spontaneous collapse could

also be expected*7'. However, in the cosmological context, some

new features must be added. In fact, as was shown by

Whittaker1113, in a stressed selfgravitating f luid described by

general relativity, the' pressure a l so contr ibutes to the

effective gravitational mass. If this contribution is negative it

wi l l act repuls ive ly acce lerat ing the cosmic expansion.

Therefore, a fluid out of thermodynamlc equilibrium with negative

effective pressure provides arr a l t e r n a t i v e mechanism for

inflation.

More recently some authors^123 claimed that the bulk
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could not drive inflation. They remarked that in the

framework of kinetic theory, the pressure is always non negative.

Hence, it is important to know under which conditions the kinetic

approach can be applied to the early universe, in particular, at

the epoch of the spontaneous symmetry . breaking (SSB) of the grand

unified theory (6üT) t l 3 J .

A coherent kinetic-theoretic treatment can be accomplished

only if the system in question present a sufficient dilution

degree. The validity of such approximation depends on the ratio

fc'L, where X is the mean free path and L is the mean

interparticie distance. By using that Xs(an)"1 and LanC"1'3),

where o is the interaction cross-section and n is the number

density, this ratio is easily estimated at the GUT era. In virtue

©f the Asymptotic freedom we have o«a2^T2, where a« l^ io is

tht unified coupling strength. Now, by reasons that will be

presented bellow we assume the existence of a primordial Bose-

Einstein condensate. So, n»q*NsT
3 where q is the net bosonic

charge density and N w : ( - r 2 / 3 0) (£g^7 /eSg f ) where g* and gf

denote the number of effectively massless bosonic and fermionic

degrees of freedom, respectively. The term "charge" is simply the

difference between bosons and anttbosons

Therefore, it follows that

k q
- « « ~ 2 N , - ? ' ' 3 (J • •)-?-'* ( 1 . 1 )

L N.T3

Mow considering that at TKIO1^ GeV the total number of particle
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«pecies is «150, we have N«&50. Then, if the universe is

symmetric (q=0), X'LttlOO and the dilute gas approximation is a

food one, but for instance, if q»iO6T3 then X^LaiO"1. the

Continuum GUT is dense and, in consequence, the kinetic approach

cannot be applied.

Haber and Weldontl5«165 showed that the condensation

critical temperature in a relativist ic ideal Bose-Einstein fas is

fiven by

Tc r O )

where m is the mass of the particles. In fact, the formula above

is valid only for T»m but it will be sufficient for our

qualitative arguments. These authors also observed that if the

bosons are maaless the critical temperature Te is infinite and

so all the net charge will be in the' Bose-Einstem condensed

ground state. This result is important in what will be proposed

•bead. Note that before the GUT phase transition the leptoquark

gauge bosons are massless, thus all bosonic charge* excess will be

in the condensed phase. So, even when the charge density is high

this avoids the possibility of a super closed universe. During the

phase transition these gauge bosons acquire a mass of order of

the GUT energy scale. In consequence, the critical temperature Tc

in equation (1.2) will fall to some finite value depending on the

magnitude of the primordial charge. For a high value of this

charge, the critical temperature Tc can be higher than the



temperature T. So, Just after the onset of the phase

transition it is possible for the super heavy bosons to be in the

«ettdensed phase. In this case, another kind of phase transition

should occur in virtue of the cosmic expansion. Note from (1-2)

that Tc scales with R""^? whereas in an adiabatic expansion, the

universe temperature T scales with R"1 (R is the scale factor).

Ifherefore, as the expansion proceeds, Tc decreases faster than T

•Ad 4he decondensation process will be in course. This second

phase transition could occur at the end of inflation and the

possible formation of vortex l ines (as in superfluid helium)

could be relevant for the structure of the universe"73.

If the charge excess is associated with the Higgs particles

seme aspects of the above discussed qualitative picture must be

modified. In this ease, for example, Bose-Einsteln condensation

and spontaneous symmetry breaking can occur simultaneously but

independently. Moreover, studying Bose-Einstein condensation in

the tfeinberg-Salam model Kapusta t l 8 ) showed that the transition

temperature is raised. In principle, analogous results could be

derived for others gauge theories. This would be interesting for

our scenario since the irreverslbllities are expected to be more

relevant if the GUT scale parameter Is higherclJ.

Our present knowledge of the GUT continuum is st i l l quite

limited, thus a thermodynamic approach might give a major

flexibility to the model. Pet alls of the rolrro&copic theory will

not be taken into consideration in this paper.

In a previous paper*1*! nOme results uniting inflation and
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bulk viscosity were obtained in the framework of a "quasi-

stationary" or first order relat ivist ic theory of dissipative

processes. This terminology has been largely adopted because the

quadrlvector entropy flux contains only first order terms in

deviations from equilibrium. This paper made Use of the Eckart-

Veinberg'sc l9-20J formulation (Landau and Lifshitz t 2 1 3 approach,

is also included in the above category). As is well known, these

theories contain several undesirable features. They lead to

parabolic differential equations and so admit superluminal

velocities for heat flow and viscosity propagations. In addition,

the theory is unstable and there is no well posed initial value

problem for rotating fluids*2 2 5 . Now, besides introducing a

chemical potential associated with a possible bosonic primeval

charge, we reanalyze the bulk-viscosity-driven inf la t ionary

scenario in the context of a non-stationary (or transient)

relativistic thermodynamic theory. This theory was developed by

MüllerC23) and Israel1 2 4 1 and solves the above cited problems

present in the first order theory. More details will be given in

section II.

We outlined this paper as follows: Section II establishes

the conditions for having exponential or general ized 1 2 5 * 2 6 5

Inflation and the framework of our approximations are presented.

In section HI we obtain from a thermodynamlcal point of view the

expression for the bulk viscosity coefficient, the entropy

production and the duration of inflation.
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II. CONDITIONS FOR INFLATION

Ve start supposing that a D initio the universe had a net

bosonic charge. Moreover, as is usual in the inflationary Models,

we assume that: First, some region of the universe with the size

about the horizon distance was hot (TiTGVT) and cooled to the GUT

critical temperature before recollapslng. Second, this region was

sufficiently homogeneous and isotropic such that the Robertson-

Walker (Rw) metric is a good approximation.

In the early times the contributions of the s p a t i a l

curvature were negligible then, to describe the geometry of the

model during the inflation, we can use the flat RW metric

d s 2 = - d t 2 • R ( t ) 2 (dx 2 • dy2 • dz 2 ) , (2.1>

where R is the scale factor.

We wil l work in the framework of a charged re lat lv is t lc

simple f luidC 2 7 ] . The functional dependence of the entropy flux

vector S* is

(2.2)

where T^̂  ia the energy momentum tensor and J** is the charge flow

vector defined by

(2.3)
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where u>* is the velocity of the comovi ng observer. The Lorentz

Invarlance of the theory places a severe restriction on the form

of T*x in local equilibrium, that is:

where h'^sg'^u^u* is the projection tensor, o Is the energy

density and p is the equilibrium pressure. Any other term in the

above T>*x represents a non-equilibrium process.

In a spatially homogeneous and isotropic spacetime the only

irreversible process that can appear in the energy-momentum

tensor is the bulk viscosity * so out of equilibrium we have

(2.5)

In the background (2.1) the energy conserva t ion law and

charge conservation law are given by:

f>* • (f> • P • « ) 0 = O (2.6)

*nd

• q* • qe = O (2.7)

where ©=3R'/R is the scalar expansion and ' means time

derivative.

In such a background the entropy flux vector S^ of the first

order thermodynamics is the same function of the equilibrium
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theory, but in the second order thermodynamics S^ has its

functional form changed and in general depends on the non-

equilibrium terms that appears in the energy-momentum

tensorf2^«271. In the present case S^ is given by

S>* : (.qo )
21

where o is the equilibrium specific entropy (entropy per unit

of charge), T is the temperature and a is a coefficient to be

determined.

The specific entropy obeys the equilibrium Gibbs law1283

T do = d(fVq) • p dCi/q). (2.9)

Now we are ready to obtain the phenomenolofical relations which

ensure the growth of the entropy. Taking the divergence of S>*-

given by (2.6) we have, in the second order approximation,

IT

T

We used the equations (2.6,7,9) and the supposition that the time

derivative of the coefficient a is of first order. Observe that

tt, e and T are of first order because they vanish In

equilibrium.
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The second law 61 thermodynamics (S^ ;M>*0) will be satisfied

if v is given by (see eq. (2.1O))

ir = -J(e • air'), ( 2 1 1 )

where the positive coefficient of proportionality g is the

bulk viscosity coefficient present in the first order theory, and

a = *sf, where t i s the bulk relaxation time. Note that in

the second order approximation a transient term appears which can

guarantee the causality of the theory.

We suppose that soon after the GUT phase transition holds

the usual equation of state

P = (y(T) - 1) p ( 2 1 2 )

where y is the "adiabatlc index". In fact , in the

thermodynamlc derivation of the above equation the y

parameter is held constant^9 3 . However, for a, more realist ic

treatment, the y index could be a slowly varying temperature

functionf3O,315t Moreover, the choice of the above equation of

state will permit us to use the simple fluid approximation to the

material content which has more than one component.

Let us now obtain the conditions for inflation. We will use

the Gibbs-Puhen equation
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dp s qo dT • q ( 2 1 3 )

where

(p -To

.is the relativistic bosonic chemical potential. In order to

guarantee the non negativity of the particle and antlpartlcle

number p. must satisfy |M.|im, where m is the mass of the

bosons1111. We will also use the Einstein's field equation:

where mpisi.22xlO19 GeV is the Planck mass.

Now, using' (2.12-15) we have:

(1-V) H'

y

H» l f y» Tf m K' T'<|- '- - I ( ) — ( )
H 2 I y T VP (* 7 J

(2.15)

(2.16)

where ysT f(dy/dT) and ^'5T'(d»A/aT)q*q'(d»*^aq)T. The

above equation generalizes the expression (13) of ref.Hl. We

remark that in the cited paper the chemical potential was

incorrectly associated to the nastless to massive boson

transition. In fact, the chemical potential is a state variable

associated with the existence of a conserved charge in the

system. It vanishes if the net charge is zero.
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Frcm (2.16) we see tha t the condition for exponential

inf lat ion (H*-O) is given by:

y* T* >*q n f T '
( ) = —• ( )• (2.1?)
y T yp n T

We must impose

— SI (2.18)
Yf>

to ensure the non negativity of the entropy (see eq. (2.14)).

Observe that for an ideal Bose gas of particles of mass m this

relation is automatically satisfied because P̂ mq̂ p-q and yii.

From (2.17) we see that there are several possibilities for

having exponential inflation: When M-=O we have the condition

ln(v/'T) = constant, that was obtained in ref.MJ. Seemingly

this case is not physically accomplished, as for n=O the system

will not be dense.

When >*«t> the following cases are readily obtained:

(a) yz«T and n=PT where a and p are constants.

(b) •*= const and

V w T»
- = (1 ) - ( 2 . 1 9 )
V V(> T

or equlva lent ly dy'dT s
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(c) ysconst and

yp T*
d - —) -

M-q T
(220)

or djv'dT = -o .

The cases a) and b) can represent a fluid that changes its

type as the temperature vary. For example, while the bosons

acquire mass during the GUT phase transition, the equation of

state of the fluid could change from radiation-like toward dust-

like and after the bosons decay return to radiation-like again.

In case c), during inflation, the chemical potential increases as

the temperature decreases.

On the other hand, from (2.14) the condition for generalized

inflation (R'/RX) or H > -H^H > O) now takes the following form:

R'

R

y* T ' >xq p.* T1

) ( . > I > O .
y T yp i» T

(2.21)

It can also be shown that the condition (2.17) for exponential

inflation does not change if one includes a cosmological constant

A in th*» FinMein'x equation. However, the condition for

generalized inflation (2.21) changes to

R '

R

y

2(V-1)

A

3HR

)
y T yp

T .

T
0 .
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III. THE BULK VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT, ENTROPY PRODUCTION AND

THE DURATION OF INFLATION

Let us obtain the bulk v i scos i ty coefficient in the

exponential in f la t ion case. Substituting p'=O in (2.6) and using

we have

n = -yp . ( 3 . 1 )

Using the above equation in the cons t i tu t ive equation (2.11) we

obtain

C = fq$d • —) . (3.2)
y

where ( =yp/3H is the bulk viscosity coefficient of the
q* r

quasi-stationary theoryC32J. Note that except for the case c),

there is a transient term in addition to the expression of the

quasi-stationary theory. We can also express I as a function

of temperature. For example, for the case a) we have

I a T (1 • ) . ( 3 . 3 )
T

In the present model the temperature variation is not

determined by the dynamical equations. In fact, the equations of

notion are fu l ly satisfied by the condition p'so and by the
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relation (3.1) in the exponential inflation case, while the

variation of the temperature depends on the details of the

transition between the phase where the bosons are massless and

the phase after when they acquire mass.

Let us analyze the entropy production during the

inflationary period. In the nonstationary thermodynamic theory

the physical entropy density is given by (2.8) (s:-s^u^), so

» = qo . (3.1)

Using the equations (2.14), (3.1-2) and the charge conservation

law, we obtain from (3.4) that:

Yp M
(1 3 H / 2 ) °- exp(-3H(t-t0)) (3.5)

T

where q0 is the charge density in the beginning of the

inflationary period (t=t0). if r:^-0 the result of the ref.Ml is

reobtained, namely s=yp/T=constant. if vso then the entropy

density is an increasing function of time for al l . cases a) to c).

Fcvr the cases a) and 10 the last term of (3.5) becomes negligible

for At>H"1 (see the relation (2.18)) while the duration of

inflation is »M"1. The second order thermodynamic works well when

tlv? second term in (3.4Ü is much smaller than the first one, that

happens when >H«1. The limit of validity of the second order

theory occurs when the terms are of the same order, that Is vH»l.
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In the last case the entropy density would be small and the

duration of inflation should be too long in order to solve the

flatness problem.

It is easy to estimate the duration of inflation in order to

solve the entropy problem in case a) when i-'sO. As

R=RoexptH(t-to)J then

1 S,
At e — ln( ) (3.6)

3H sR0
3

where Sj is the entropy at the end of inflation that is »1O87.

using H«1O10 GeV, R *1O"12 GeV"1 and yp'Tsio1*2 GeV3 follows

that

1O81
At « 1O"10 in GeV1 . (3.7)

For v=o we have AtsiO"32 seg. Observe that as s is nearly

constant, the universe radius would increase by a factor of 1O28,

that is enough to solve the horizon, homogeneity and lsotropy

puzzles.

In the present model, the entropy generation is concomitant

with the Inflation, differently from the vacuum-pressure-driven

inflationary models133'351, where the entropy is generated after

inflation by A highly no» adiabatlc process. Dunne the "slow

rollover phase" of the new inflationary universe, the temperature

should decrease 1O28 times in order to maintain the radiation
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entropy constant. Here, as the bulk viscosity reheats

continuously the medium, the temperature need not to decrease so

drast ical ly .

As remarked in the introduction the material content remains

dense Just while the charge density is »T3. Inflation dilutes any

charge excess by a factor 21O*4. So, admitting that at the end of

the inflationary phase the system has diluted, the charge density

will be 2Tj3 (we are not taking into account the possible

contributions of monopoles, cosmic strings, etc., to enhance the

number density). Then, if the final temperature is not too low

the initial value of q will be very high and could turn the model

meaningless, since P could be greater than P . This problem
' rPlanck

arise due the assumption that the gauge bosons acquire mass

GeV Instantaneously and simultaneously. It can be avoided If at

least one of these conditions is relaxed during the phase

transit ion.

We now use the limit of validity (m«sT) of equation (1,2) to

rough estimate the final decondensation critical temperature in

the isothermal case. It is easy to see that if qf«T3 then TC»T.

Since the beginning of Inflation Tc is a decreasing function of

time then this estimate shows us that the decondensation process

will occur together with the dilution process.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In th i s paper we have considered the consequences of a net

bosonic charge present in the universe during the inf lat ionary

period. We have showed that even in the realm of asymptotic

freedom, the existence of a charge can avoid the validity of the

d i lu te gas approximation at the GUT epoch permitting the bulk

viscosity to generate in f la t ion . We have discussed the presence

of a Bose-Einstein condensation during the GUT phase transition

and pointed out that , due to the universe expansion, it could

occur another phase transi t ion representing the decondensation

process.

The conditions for inflation have been obtained in both

exponential and generalized case. The expression for the bulk

viscosity coefficient that was previously derived has been

extended by using causal thermodynamlc theory. We have also

showed that in the context of this theory the duration of

Inflation is longer. In the present model inflation ends by

dilution. As the universe expands the charge density decreases

and the ratio VL becomes »1. In this n»e bulk viscosity can not

drive inflation anymore.

In the course of our investigation some simplifications were

performed. Firstly, we have used a linear approximation in the

thermodynamical phenomenological .laws. Secondly, we have used

only one chemical potential, however more than one charge could

exist. Thirdly, we have described the primordial cosmic plasma as
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a simple fluid with the equation of state given by (2.12). In

fact, we think that a more realistic treatment is necessary for a

full description of the universe at those eras. Further

investigations in this direction are being accomplished.
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